THE  AUTHORITY  OF   SCIENCE
is that of a dictator choosing his successor, and he applied
this to all important offices. The source of evil lies in a wrong
insistence on the individual; the real unit is the social group :
sometimes the family, sometimes society as a whole; the real
obstacle to social reorganization is the fallacy of freedom of
examination : " social order will always be incompatible with
the permanent freedom left to each, without any preliminary
rational condition, to reopen each day a fresh and unending
discussion of the very bases of society." Not only so, but even
demonstrable scientific truths must not be proved too often—
4i looked at from a religious point of view, perpetual appeals to
absolute demonstrations are in fact the living rebelling against
the dead by attempting to make individual reasoning prevail
against the collective reason proclaimed by the interpreters of
mankind." *
In no sense are we really free ; the living are always dominated
by the dead, who fortunately stand unmovable in the midst of
our vain panics and anarchy. Co-operation in space must be
subordinated to co-operation in time ; in fact, the living are
not yet part of the great Being but are only its servants. There
are no such things as rights; only rulers have rights. In fact,
we are born laden with obligations of all kinds towards our
predecessors, our successors, our contemporaries; we may
never claim anything and are lifelong debtors. Any idea of
human rights is as absurd as it is immoral, and as there is no
Divine right, the very idea, of right must disappear entirely.
Where then is the true source of authority ? It is in those who
^have the knowledge and the training which enables them to
discern the true meaning of social evolution, to understand
1 Montesquieu, op. tit., pp. 33, 58. " On n'est pas reellement sorti de I'&at
revolutionnaire tant qu'on se borne a reconnaitre les principes personnellement
demontres (ce que font peu ou moins les anarchistes quelconques) tout en se
reservant la construction individuelle de la synthese universelle. La conversion
n'est accomplie et l'autorit£ reconstruite que lorsqu'on adopte et pratique des
notions purement admises de confiance, d'apres leur liaison, mSme confuse*-
ment sen tie, avec les points fondamentaux qu'on a deja re^us. II faut conserver
le foi positive comme £tant toujours d&nontrable, et ne pas exiger qu'elle soit
actuellement demontree, ce qui ferait vraiment disparaitre le plus grand merite
et mSme la principale utilite de la confiance " (Ibid., p. 59).
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